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Terrain analysis is defined as part of the process through whic*¡ terrain is
evaluated for specific land uses. The example used ¡n this paper concrrns
the env¡ronmental impacts of constructing low-volume roads on steep
slopes in forest areas. The bâsic source of data for the terrain-mapping sys-
tem described is the standard soil survey, which is already well established in
most countr¡es of the world. The paper describes ¡nterrelõtions between
principles of pedological mapping and geotechn¡cal analysis of slope stabiliry.
A soil survey map and its appl¡cation to man.seated slope failures (shallow
translational and rotat¡onal failures) ín Br¡tish Columbia is used for illustra-
tion of the techniques involved. By analyses carr¡ed out ¡n the f¡eld, the
process of terrain analysis is used to extend and b¿tter commun¡cate soil
survey data to eng¡neering problems.

TerraÍn analysis is generallv defined as part of the
process through vrhich the terrain is evaluated for
specific land uses or for solution of specific ter-
rain problems. Because the process is analytical,
the particular land use ôr terrain problem musÈ be
defined specifically enough so that the kind and de-
tail of the data needed may be deter¡nined. Because
the problems usually concern very large areas rather
than specific sites, the information base is typi-
cally generalized and not site specific. The nap-
ping system used rnay be any orderly, relevant
terråin-napping systern. The rnapping may vary from
reconnaissance to detailed, depending on the nature
of the problem to be solved. The results of the
terrain mapping and the terrain analysis nay be used
along with other data to solve lhe land use problem.

SPECIFIC TERRÀIN PROBLE¡,I

The specific terrain problen used here as an exanple
concerns slope stability associated !rith low-volume
roads in mountainous territory. Such roads nay in-
clude forest or mining-industry access roads that
arê not necessarily part of any provincial or na-
tional system. For this type óf road, funds are
conunonl-y insufficient for detailed geotechnical- in-
vestigations, especially consi<lering the complex
nature of the problens. The immensity of sorne of
the slope stability problems is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Many of thesê roads are not accessible to
the general public. The casual visitor may wonder
how roads could ever be built on such steep slopes,
but engineers have been building them quite success-
fully for many years. The problem today, however,
is that the engineer can no 1onger assure success by
providing an adequate roadbed. The ecological im-
pacts of siltation in mountain streans and other
water bodies as a consequence of road construction
are well docunented (I,2). It is now standard prac-
tice to submit environmental impact s.tatenents be-
fore road construction proceeds.

In many instances, however, ecological disasters
due to slope failure precipitated by road construc-
tion still occur, despite comprehensive and well-
vtritten impact statemênts. Thus, comrnunication
problems must exist. perhaps their existence is
understandable, since quite different interests and
different disciplines are involved. In environ-
mental assessnent there commonly are engineers,
ecologists, the general public, and perhaps even
politicians ínvolved.

The viewpoints of two of these groups can be com-
pared by using the anatogy of the pendulun. Ecolo-
gists, as a group, seem to consider the stability of
stêep slopes as an inverted pendulun (unstable equi-
librium): Any imposed stress may precipitate a cat-

Figure 1, Access roads ¡n mountainous terra¡n.

astrophic collapse. The term "inherently unstabler
is often used (3). Pl-anníng antl design engineers in
offices remote from the field of activity may be led
to Èhink of a very brittle type of stability vrhen
they read so¡ne ecological reports. In contrast,
fielcl engineers actually workÍng at these slopes ¡nay
use the simple pendulum analogy: Inposed stresses
Iess than the ultimâte strength of the soil can be
taken up by nature, the result being sirnply a de-
flection of which the magnitude and direction are
proportional to the i¡nposed stress.

Conceptual clifferences are not only bet$reen dis-
ciplines, but they are also within disciptines. The
tern "slope misbehavior" ís used by engineers (4,5)
who suggest Èhat the engineering technology of
slopes has grown exponentíally ín recent tí¡nes, but
unfortunately the proper use of this knowledge has
only grown linear1y, if at all. The technology is
often available, but the majority of problens result
from failure to recognize the need for it or apply
it properly.

The objective of the particular type of terrain
analysis described in this paper is to provide a
framework by erhich soil surveys can be better and
more effectively used--in this particular case, to
reduce the ecological inpact of access road con-
struction in mountainous areas. It is not to be
used to provide a framework for designing the actual
control or nitigation of environnental problens but
rather to supplenent the existing infor¡natíon base
(6). It is not to further develop the geotechnics
of slopes but râther to better communicate the evi-
dence revealed by cornpleted soil surveys as to
whether ecological impacts are likely, where they
night occur, vrhat tvpe they might be, and what might
be done to reduce them.
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TERRÀIN-MAPPING SYSTEM

The soil surveys used are based on pedological con-
cepts. The basic concepts of pedology, which orig-
inated in the late 1800s in Russia, centered on the
notion that it is possible to understand, classify,
and nap the conplex interâctions in nature by study-
ing the soil. The soil was vieweil as the logical
result of naturatr processes acting on the parent
rock over a period of time (7). A basis was estab-
lished not only for understanding past events that
have shaped the lan¿l as we see it today but also for
speculating about future events, including conse-
quences of human interventÍon.

Details of soil surveying have evolve¿l over the
years to ¡neet current needs; the basic concepts have
not been changeil. The preparation of soil surveys
requires extensíve field study to develop a mô¿leI
that depicts the soils on the landscape. The model
is a projection or forecast of the nature of the
soil, and atÈendant natural processes, in each part
of the landscape. FieId observations are nade to
verify or revise these forecasts and to docu¡nent the
performance of soils. The resulting soil survey is,
in effect, a sunmary of such observations, verifica-
tions, and revisions. Detailed soil surveys, mostly
at scales of 1:I5 840 to Iz24 000, have been con-
pleted for only 1 percent of the land in Cana¿la com-
pared with 70 percent of the land in the Unite¿l
States.

The frequency of field observations and the con-
fidence levels or reliabilÍty of the infornation
presented should be understood by users of soil sur-
veys (8). Although dominant soils are indicated for
all areas, the scale of napping dictates the míninurn
size of delineatíons, and small areas of different
or contrasting soÍls may be included. The occur-
rence of small bodies of a contrasting soíl too
smaLl to be delineated may be accurately forecast by
recognizing contrasting landforms, vegetation, or
other factors. SpecíaI spot symbots are sonetimes
used to shohr the location of these included soils.
The descriptions of soil map units indicate the na-
ture and extent of such inclusions and any unique
features, such as landscape positions or vegetation,
that woukl help locate then.

The soil surveys useri in the exanple given are
part of a national ínventory progran and are not
necessarily done on behalf of either the forestry or
mining industry or exclusively for any of the regu-
latory bodies. However, their use by these bodies
is quit.e va1id, provided that they are supplemented
by a ninimurn amount of additional information. The
additional infor¡naÈion needed is the terrain analy-
sis information.

TERRÀIN ANALYSIS

Pedotechnical Àpproåch

In quantitative pedology, ,Ienny (71 has indicated
that any pedological soil property (s) can be shown
to be a function of the soil*forming factors, such
as climate (C), organísms (O), relíef or topographic
position (R), and time (T), which have acted on the
parênt material (P) to produce thãt soil; i.e.,

S=f(C+O+R+T+P) (1)

By quantitatively analyzing each of these factors
in turn, a theoretical solution to a soíI probLem
rnay be identified. Alternatively, by conparing the
soil properties of the problem soil with known
soils, on which specific soíl stabíIity measurement.s
have been docunented, an enpirical solution may be
obtained. The pedological map shows the distribu-
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tion of these known soils, and the agricul-turallst
or the engineer has in this nap a useful tool. In
the peclological concept, whereas the classÍficatlon
scheme enbraces collectively all the five soil-
forming factors, identical soils nay be grouped to-
gether and theír behavior thus rendered predíctable.

The expression given also provides a link with
engineering and other earth sciences. In geotechni-
cal engineering, a slope may be analyzed theoreti-
caIIy, assuming honogeneity of ¡naterials within a
delineated slope or layer by defining theoretical
solutions, and Èhèn by sarnpling the soil to deter-
mine quantitatively each of the properties and other
factors involved in the slope analysis. As the pro-
cess develops, more and more complex slopes can be
analyzed. But when the ground conditions are too
complex for analysís, engineers then resort Èo the
empirical nethod of observation (9). The tvro disci-
plines of pedology and engineering can thus be re-
lated through the pedological concept and the engi-
neering ¡nethotl of observatíôn. Information provi¿ted
by the soil survey map can then be interpreted in
behavioral engineering terms fron observation and
the rnap usêd to advantage for a variety of purposes.

However, as the purpose changes, so does the reL-
atíve significance of each of the factors that de-
scribe identical soils. From a geotechnical view-
point, this altered enphasis may be used to define
pedotechnique (I0). For geotechnical purposes, the
consideration and evatuatíon of soil behavior in
soil survey procedures nay be far from complete
(1I). rn addition to soil-forrning factors, soil
behavioral factors should also be considered, and
the relation between actual_ slope failures and
unique kinds of soíIs should be observed and docu-
nentecl. The intent, however, is not to convert ped-
ological maps into geotechnicaL maps or to revarnp
established peilological rnapping techniques but to
show how the information on a pedological map can be
used and interpreteil. This is quite a ilifferent
approach from that cornnonly used in solving engi-
neering problens; the geotechnical approach lrould
probably result in entirely different map units to
focus on the centräl problem. Such a focus is not
the intent of the--pedotechnical approach at all.
The pedotechnical approach aims at full interpreta-
tion of information available in the existing pedo-
logical ¡nap for a nultiplicity of potentíaI land
uses.

Geotechnical Connection

The first step toward devetoping a conmon viewpoint
to the question of slopes and their stability (on
the basis of strength of soil nâteriål) may be to
exanine the pendulum analogies already stated from
the standpoint of the infinite slope concept (12,
¡l_). In this concept, a slope is infinite íf the
depth to the potential failure plane is very small
compared with the length of the slope. Although the
soil may be stratified, the slope could be con-
sidered infinite if the soil layers or horizons are
paraIIel to the slope and analysis made, assurning
that a verticaL column of soil is typicåI of the en-
tire slope.

The infinite slope condition could be assuned to
occupy a significant portion of the landscape and,
as such, it is mappable in pedologic terms. For the
geotechnical approach of starting with a simple
model- amenable to static analysis, a mine hraste du¡np
composed of relatively homogeneous rnaterials could
be an ideal sÈarting point. The sLopes of the mine
v¿aste dump (Figure 2) night resenble those of scree
slopes, which are well-known features of mountain
landscapes. Some sinpl-e questions may be asked with
regard to such slopes. As the rock is ilumpecl at the
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top of the waste pile, what happens? Does the rock
run ¿lovrn the slope? Why is it that the slopes are
everywhere identical? Lf. a road eras constructed
across such a sIope, h'hat tlæe of ecological conse-
quences could result?

Figure 3 illustrâtes (in terms of an engineering
analysis) that if a structure (A) exerts a stress in
the downhill direction, it will begin to cause fail-
ure of the slope when the irnposeit stress (f) plus
the active lateral earth stress (a) acting behind
the structure eguals the passive lateral earÈh
stress (p) actíng in front of it. At faÍIure ít
coulò be stated that

r=p-a e)

or, if the inposed stress vras zero, the factor of
safety (F) of the slope could be considered to be

F = pla (3)

The magnitude of the lateral earth sÈresses on
sloping ground for a retaining wall design can bê
deter¡níned by the Mohr diagrarn (¡g). The failure
envelope (Figure 4), which ís defined by the ulti-
nate friction angle, deter¡nines the maximum acÈive
(Aa) and passive (Ap) stress circles, which neet at
the common point defined by the vertical stress (Av)
at the depÈhs (À) considered. For horizontal
ground, the common point of the circles (Av) ís on

Figure 2. L¡mit¡ng slopes of rock waste pile,

Figure 3, Eanh stresses on slopes.
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the abscissa and, since the rnaximum passive stresses
greatly exceed the naximum acÈive stresses, the fac-
tor of safety is hígh. For sloping ground, however,
the co¡n¡non point changes, sonewhat íncreasing acÈive
stresses and decreasíng passive resistance.

Besides illustrating the ratio of active to pas-
sive stresses, the sane cliagram also gives the di_
recÈion of the failure plane, lhis is represented by
a line drawn from the naximun stress point to thã
intersection betlveen the failure envelope and the
appropriate circle. The active stress angle is thus
steeper than the passive stress angle.

Taylorrs original diagran, which was for a re-
tainíng walI design, has been extended here to ex-
arníne slope faÍ1ure of Ínfinite slopes. At pro-
gressively steeper ground-s1ope angles, an ulti¡nate
condition is reached; tha! is, at a ground slope
equal to that of Èhe failure envelope, there is oniy
one lateral stress circle: The active stresses that
act downhill are equal to the passive stresses Èhat
resist the movernent. In âddition, the difference ín
the angles of the failure planes gradually decreases
until, at the ultirnate condition, the failure planes
are all parâIlel to the ground surfaee.

The inplication of this concept is that, if the
factor of safety of the slope is taken as the ratio
of the passive to the active stresses, it can never
drop below I (unity). The ultinate state of the
slope, therefore, is one of balance rather than im-
balance. The reason why the slope of the mine dlurnp
is so regular, despite varíations in the size and
types of rock on it, anil what happens to the 1oad of
rock aft.er it is durnped at the top of the slope can
also be surnised. The rocks do not tumble down the
slope; the Ûhole sLope simply rea¿ljusts. The slope
surface ltse1f is the faíIure p1ane, and the angle
of the sLope is an average inclination of the fail-
ure surface for Èhe entire stope--hence its very
consistent value.

Because the slope surface is the failure p1ane, a
roadbed built on the surface lrould not be stable;
the standard practice nusÈ entâi1 excavation into
the slope to obÈain a stable roadbed. FaíIures in
the backslope of such excavatÍons would inevitably
result. These failures would progress eventually to
the top of the slope.

Analvzing Terrain

The rock slope exanple Ís for better understanding
of certain aspects of the landlscape for pedotech-
nical ínterpretation purposes. For natural land-
scapes, the vegetatíon (O) also contributes to slope
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Figure 4, Mohr cirde¡ for sloping ground.
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development. By combining the pêdologícal concept
and the geoCechnical nethod of observation to the
developnent of natural slopes, Eguation 1 may be
reduced to the following form:

ls = f(P + o) (4)

vrhere LS refers to the linitíng slope of landscapes
defined by the soil parent materiaL (p) and the veg-
etation (O). This would be for given soit age (T) ,
soil climatíc conditions (C), and shape of slopes
(R).

ceotechnical analyses of the type illustrated
indicate that, for nonv€getate¿l slopes like the míne
dump or for forested slopes on ileep frictional, soils
where the friction angle increases with depth, Equa-
tion 4 reduces to

I-s = f(P) = (ø') (s)

rdhere 0r represents the average effective shearing
resistance of the parent naterial on infinite slopes
and the vegetation is no longer a variabÌe.

Observations of the slopes of the mine ¿lump pro-
vide an exanple of the use of Equation 5. The naxi-
mum slopes were found to be 32o, and this is the
limiting slope (tS) of a landscape so defined. Road
excavations into such slopes would result in pro-
gressíve failure of the backslope, which woulcl have
to be retained to niligate thÍs type of hazard.
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FAILURE ENVELOPE
foró=3O'-- _

7)t =25"(w)

'¿''=2O"lrr)

=15"(¡r)

This slope angle also provides a practical value of
the effective shearín9 resistance of the rockfill at
the site conclitions that prevail on the natural
slope.

For the natural forested ]-andscapes in this arear
two different t]¡pes of LS were generalty observed.
For exanple, the welL-drained sandy fluvioglacía1
terraces had characteristic maxinun natural slopês
of 35o¡ but the "side-cast" materials, which result
frorn failure of the backslopes of roail excavations,
had LSs of 32o. Because of this, these forested
slopes had often been ter¡ned oversteepened, and the
additional strength of the tree roots accounted for
the steeper 35o slopes. For certain slopes this nay
be the case, but not for these ¿leep frictionat
soils. Equation 5 woul-d indicate that 35o is the
effective shearing resistance of the wett-drained
undisturbed parent material, whereas 32o is the
value for the same parent material but in the looser
disturbed conditions after side casting. As a con-
sequence, it could instead be concluded that ¿lefor-
estation may not necessarily result in generatized
nass novernent as the tree roots decay. Such decay
is said to occur within five years of clearing
(41 . Ecological inpacts of such roaal construction
might only be localizecl and could possibly be niti-
gated by providing ninimal backslope retention.

The observational method rnay be extended for
pedotechnical purposes even beyon¿l the côncepts of
infinite slopes. In soils with both frictíon and

Av
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Aþ
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Verlicol pressure ol point A
for slope ongle no.l(a=O)

Aclive'pressure ol point A
for slope ongle no. ll (¿ =ì5')

'Possive'pressure ol poinl A

for slope ongle no.lll (z =20") 'Possive circles
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cohesion, rotational faílures can occur, and these,
by nature, depend on the particular geometry of the
site. Pedological rnapping units are not site-specific entities and nornally äre not directty
applicable to site-specific problems. However, by
including the geotnetrical factors ( including LS)
within the soil survey interpretation, the method of
observation can also apply to rotational slope
fa ilures.

LS defines one geometrical boundary of the road
section; its other tero geornetrical boundaries are
the width of the roadr.ray and the height of the back-
slope. In very steep terrain, the roads have single
lanes of standard width excavated into the hitlsíde
slope. The nor¡nal height of the backslope could
thus al-so be considered, for interpretation pur_
poses, to reach a maxinun value at the tS. The ob-
servation that, in certain cohesive soils (dense
tiLls), backslopes of single-lane access roads re-
nain stable on very steep slopes without any ten-
dency for shear failure becomes signíficant. IÈ
rîeans that, as long as the road sections are sím_
ilar, access roads excavated elsewhere in the same
soil should, in general, perform likewise (pedolog_
ical concept); in other words, the averäge long-term
shear strength should, in general, be a¿lequate for
verticâl back slopes that are approximately the same
height as the road width, a fact very ilifficult Èo
determíne with even detailed site investígation
techniques.

However, Ín certain types of cohesÍve soils, the
cohesive strength happens to be decreasing progres-
sively with time due to natural causes. These soils
include, for example, highly overconsoliclatecl
clays. Slopes ín such soils may faiI, regardless of
road construction. The problem presented by such
soils is a separate issue (not considered here) but,
by extending the conbined theoretical and observa-
tional technigues âs outlined, useful predictions of
the performance of such slopes could also be made.

The rnethod of terrain analysis illustrated is
thus, first of all, to observe actual slopê failurès
and deter¡nine the limitíng natural slopes for the
various soil map units. Like lârge engineering
structures, the lanctscape, as portrayed by these map
units, is as stable as its foundations.

The second phase is to tie in the record of any
existing construction, and what ecological. problems
occurred and why. Interdisciplinary cooperätíon is
com¡nonly needed at this phase to identífy failures
that resulted from avoidable construction rnistakes
or poor practice; failure could be simply a result
of J.nterrupting surface drainage or overtoailing
slopes with side-cast material. Once these spurious
failures have been eliminated in the observational
process, the actual behavÍor caused by soil proper-
ties of slopes in road construction becomes ¡nani-
fest. Also, these observations may help experienced
fíelcl engineers determíne kinds of mitigation nea-
sures to help correct t,he failure.

Connection with Other Earth Sciences

It has been possible to treaÈ Èhe infinite slope
concept and its apptication to this type of soiL
survey interpretatíon only in the brÍefest way. It
is likewise irnpossibte to adequately treat the role
of geology, hydroLogy, geornorphology, or other re-
Iated disciplines that are required to define alI
aspects of sLopes an¿l their behavior. For this par-
tícu1ar application of terrain analysis, only the
superficial soíIs are considered. There is no sug-
gestion of attempts to predict ecological impacts
from hydrological or deeper-seateil geological
causes. A possible exception is the case in which
mass movenents are already in progress or have oc-
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curred ín the past. If they are sonehow visibly
manifest, if their scale is great enough, and if a
characteristic soil has developed, such areas are
corunonly iclentified on soil surveys. However, for
specialists concerned vrith the total problem of
specific slopes in the field, evídence from all of
these sources ¡nust be consídered.

RESUIJTS AND METHOD OF PRESENTATION

Results

In British Columbia. a field observation progratn hras
carried out in an area where a soil survey rnap ex-
isted and where slope stability problems had been
associated with access road construction in steep
terrain. The objective was to determine whether
realistic LS values for the pedological nap units
could be obtained by applying the terrain analysis
reasoning outlined above.

The nain problem foreseen was the occurrence of a
high percentage of nontypical failures, i.e., fail-
ures due to unique local or site-specific variations
of the landscape characteristics, and failures due
to natural causes such as stream-bank erosÍon and
other types of deep-seated slope failure. ÀIthough
such failures did occur, they vrere not found to be
dominant, and realistic LS values for the rnapping
units could be iclentified. Special attention ha¿l to
be paid to failures lhat were due to avoidable con-
struction practices. The ¡¡ost prevalent of these
r.rere interruption of the naturaL draínage and over-
Ioading of slopes with side-cast material and other
debris. The latter could also be classífied as nôn-
typical because the terrain analysis problern is in-
tended to apply to access road construction under
modern restrictions and by using the best availablepractice that. is economically feasible. Guíilelines
that encourage such practices have been prepared
(Is).

When alI such nontypical incidents were eli¡¡i-
nated, it was deducedl that access roads could be
built with mini¡nal inpact on slopes much steeper
than those usually agreed on by ecologists.

In additlon to indicating realistic LS values,
the terrain anatysis indicated other aspects of the
ecological problern in the area. The effects of ex-
cavating into long, very steep vegetated slopes have
alreacly been ¡nentioned. Even with conprehensive
soil rnechanics testing, it is often qulte ilifficult
to predict the long-tern effects of such excava-
tions, especially in deep loan till soils. The dif-
ficulties are due to inperfections in sampling¡
presence of thin, weak layers; and the vâriabiLity
of natural ¡naterial.s. The observational record
showed that these soils actually failed by a ravel-
ing process in the solun rather than by a shearing
in the parent material. Such a record gives usefuL
infor¡nation otherwise difficutt to obtain. wiÈh
this inforrnâtion, lt was possible to discuss with
contractors methods by which the raveling process
could be controlled before it would beco¡ne a more
serious environnental problen, and the ecologisÈ',
engineer, and contractor were thus able to communi-
cate. The results of such a discussion are sunma-
rized on Èhe pedotechnical interpretation sheet
(Figure 5).

In the whole areâ covered by the survey, the ma-jority of ecological situations fitted into only
four well-defined stope categories. Thus, four in-
terpretation sheets, of which Figure 5 is but one
example, could adequately define the ecological
problem for this survey.
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Figure 5. Pedotechn¡cal interpretation sheet.

Method of Presentation

The objective of a soil survey is neither to solve
road construction problems such as this one nor to
administer slope regulations; ínstead it attempts to
inventory the land resource. It is therefore nost
importanÈ to exhibit the inforrnation as clearly and
briefly as possible for those concerned with the
problems (16).

AII the preilictive informatíon available fron the
soil survey relevant to this partícular problem is
given on a map and an interpretative legend.. some
moclern soil survey naps contain so much information
that they may be cumbersone for specifíc uses. This
proble¡n is solved with a derivecl rnap that contains
only the infor¡nation relative Èo the specifíc pur-
pose.

Conputerized cartographic facilities now exist,
an¿l the Canadian soils Infor¡nation system (cansIS)
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has two nain data-storâge systems in operatíon
(ÀZl. The cartographic facility per¡nits the bounda-
ries of soil map units to be digitized. À turn-
around ¿locunent syste¡n pernits derived maps to be
generated by automated symbol conversion fron the
original detailecl soil map. The turnaround document
is generated from the iligitizing process and lÍsts
every map uniÞ synbol on the oríginal soil rîaP. By
use of the pedotechnical intêrpretation sheet (Fig-
ure 5), the original map unit symbol is transposetl
to an int,erpretation symbol that relales to the spe-
cific terrain analysis application. The turnaroun¿l
¿tocu¡nent then generates a new nap (see Figure 6).
The interpreÈation sheets becotne the legend for the
new clerived map. The tlerived nap thus shows, lntle-
penalent fro¡n a1l the other inventory infornationt
the application of the survey to the particular ter-
rain proble¡n of imnediate interest.
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Figure 6. De¡ived terrain analysis map,
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Quantitative Approach to Assessing Landslide Hazard to
Transportation Corridors on a National Forest
JEROME V, DeGRAFF

The occt¡rrence of damaging landslides along transportation corridors in the
mounta¡nous western United States can be expected to r¡se with the expan-
s¡on of the regional transportat¡on network. Because nat¡onal forests typ¡cally
encompass major mountain ranges throughout the West, assessing landslide
hazard is of special concern to forest management. The Fishlake Næional
Forest ¡n central Utah employs quantitat¡ve methods to âsæss this hazard.
The matríx-assê3sment approach forecasts landslide hazard for planning pur-
poses. lt seeks to avo¡d reactivat¡on of exist¡ng landslides or creation of new
ones, The other method ¡s applied to maintenance concerns, lt emphasizes
the frequency and areal extent of landsliding over t¡me. Both methods have
the follow¡ng common d¡aracterist¡cs: (al each employs a numerical pro.
cedure, (b) each employs measurablê terrain characteristics, and (c) pro-
cedure results can be ass¡gned to specific geographic locat¡ons, The matr¡x
assessment for tÌansportation corridor planning is íllustrated by applicat¡on
to the Wasatch Plateau section of the Fishlake Nat¡onal Foret. The method
used in maintenance problems is ¡llustrated by application to an 8.2-mile
sect¡on of UT-í53 along Beaver Canyon in the Tushar Mountains.

On February 27, L98I, a landslide ilevetoped along a
pãved county road that crosses the Fishlake National
Forest in central Utah. The fail-ure occurred in
natural slope materials where the road is cut along
ä steep valley slope. This rotational landslide
destroyed half the width of the outside lane for a
distance of I00 ft. This road is the only access to
a major coaÌ mine withÍn the forest. All traffic
was restricted to a single lane for one month. This
included empty incoming and loaded outgoing double-
trailer coal trucks, which averaged one truck/lO
nin. As thê party charged with road maintenance,
the coal co¡npany spent approxinately $I50 000 sta-
bilizing and restoring the road. prior to this oc-
currence, a similar amount rl'as programmed for
i¡nprovement to the existing mine facilitiês. Res-
toration of the access roacl failure caused a delay
in efforts to increase mine productívity. This ex-
ample clearly illustrates the ínportânce of assess-
íng landslide hazards to transportation eorridors,

Shifting population gronth and a developing
energy industry are creating an increased tlemand on
transportation networks in the West. Corridors ca-
pable of satisfying transportation needs are li¡nited
by nountainous terrain comrnon to this region. Lanrl-
slide hazard can be acute along these corridors due
to steep slopes, clinatic extremes, and landsIíile-
prone bedrock. Assessing landslide hazard potential
for expanding or developing corridors is of special
concern to national- forests. Forest land typically
enconpasses major nountain ranges throughout the
I^lest.
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The Fishlake National Forest assesses tandslide
hazard for boÈh planning and maintaining transportä-
tíon corridors. Assessment for planning focuses on
avoiding reactivation of existing landslides or
creation of new ones. For planning purposes, poten-
tial landslide hazard ís forecast by using the
matrix-assessment approach (I). Application to t,he
Wasatch PIat.eau within the forest provides an ex-
ample of the method (see Figure I). (Note: Cross-
haÈched area delineates the southern Wasatch Plat.eau
section of the national forest, and the cross de-
notes the location of a landsl,iale-prone roa¿l segnent
in Beaver Canyon.) Assess¡nent for rnaintenance em-
phasizes the frequency and areal distribution of
landsIíding. An approach developed by Ogata (21
defines exísting landslide hazard for maintenance
situations. Landslide activity along UT-l_53, which
crosses the forest in Beaver Canyon, is used to il-
Iustrate this technique (Figure 1).

Both matrix assessment and Ogatats technique are
terrain analysis methods thât share some common
characteristics. First, each method follows a nu-
merical procedure. Thís mini¡nízes subjecti\re inter-
pretations and quantifies results for comparison.
Second, basic data arê measurabl-ê terrain character-
istics. This ties evaluation to basic conditions
that contribute to landslide activity. Third, as-
sessment results can be assigned to specific loca-


